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Knit California Wrap Pattern 

  Materials 

• 2 balls of Lion Brand’s Shawl in a Ball in 

Graceful Green, or 725 yds #4 med 

worsted weight yarn 

• Size 9/5.5 mm needles, with circular 

cables, between 24-32″ is plenty of 

length. 

• Yarn Needle, Scissors, Measuring Tape 

Adjustments 

To knit a longer wrap, just add more stitches. Use 

the gauge below to add or take away stitches. For every 12 stitches you add, you’ll be adding 4″ of 

length, or vice versa if you’re shortening it. The pattern is great for beginners and easy to adjust 

because there’s no stitch multiple to consider. To add width, just knit more rows. 

Stitches/Tutorial Links 

CO-cast on click the link for my fav way to cast on 

K-knit-beginner knit stitch tutorial in continental 

BO-Bind off-beginner tutorial using your crochet hook 

Gauge 

4″ x 4″ = 12 sts x 24 rows 

Finished dimensions=52″ x 23″ 

Pattern 

CO 162 

Row 1. K all 

Rep last row till work measures 23,” or to your desired width. 

BO, fasten off and weave in ends. 

Cut yarn. Weave in ends. 

I'd love to see your #knitcaliforniawrap tag me @christacodesign on Instagram if you post a pic. Or 

share it to my Facebook Group, I love to see your work! 
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